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PEOPLE WANT, SEEK, AND PREFER

MAKING CHOICES



YET, PEOPLE DESCRIBE 

CHOICES AS BEING: 

-DIFFICULT

-DEMANDING 

-EXHAUSTING



WE STUDIED 
WHETHER



DECISION MAKING

HARMS 

SUBSEQUENT SELF-CONTROL 

AND

DECISION MAKING



SELF-CONTROL: 
-DIFFICULT
-DEMANDING 
-EXHAUSTING



LIKE THIS

















Take Your Medicine



Not as crazy as it seems



Making choices reduced 

healthy consumption — to 26% 



Discomfort Tolerance



After making decisions, 

people quit 41% earlier





PREFERENCE

Change 

investment fund? 

Or stick with 

default? 

PEOPLE 

MADE 
CHOICES 
FOR 

THEMSELVES, 

or MADE NO 

CHOICES
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900,000 employees, 657 companies Iyengar et al,. 2004



For every 10 funds added,

3% of employees opted out of 

participating







1 in 8 patients walk out with 

antibiotic prescription. 

About half do not need it.

Dr. Andrew Morris, University Health Network in Toronto





2 million Danish students

4 years of test results



“An hour later in the day causes a deterioration in test 

score that corresponds to $1,000 lower household 

income, a month less parental education, or 10 school 

days.”





1.8 million students in LA, grades 6-11

Tracked for 6 years



Students learn more in the morning than afternoon. 

Having math in the first two periods of the day (vs the last two) 

increased math GPA and statewide standardized test scores 

“A morning math class increases state test scores by an amount 

equivalent to increasing teacher quality by one-fourth standard 

deviation or half of the gender gap.”





4000 health providers

14 million hand hygiene opportunities





“This compliance decrement would be estimated to produce 

an additional 0.6 million infections per year at an estimated 

cost of $12.5 billion annually.”





96,000 patients over 3 years





8-10am: vaccination rates were 44%

Midday: 11am-noon: 39%

3p: 34.3% 

4p: 30.0%

(Kim et al., 2018, JAMA)





107,000 hospital surgeries

Anesthetic adverse events:

mistakes made, harm to patients, or both



More adverse events as day went on

•Odds of event at 9am = 1%

At 4p = 4.2%  

400% increase

•Odds of patient harm at 9am = 0.3%

At 3p = 1%

300% increase







More than 800,000 voting outcomes and ballot positions

Every federal, state-wide, and local contest in every San Diego 

precinct 1992 - 2002 



“Moving the contest down one 

position increases the expected 

vote share of the first candidate 

by 0.065 points.

Overall, the first candidate 

receives an additional 0.74 

points because of choice 

fatigue”

“more than 6% of the 

propositions in our data set 

would have passed rather than 

failed if presented as the first 

contest on the ballot.”





1100 judicial rulings across 10 months





What to do?







“A break causes an 

improvement in test score that 

corresponds to about $1,900 

higher household income, 

almost 2 months of parental 

education, or 19 school days.”

“the percentage of favorable 

rulings drops gradually from 

≈65% to nearly zero within each 

decision session and returns 

abruptly to ≈65% after a break”





“I wear only gray or blue suits. 

I’m trying to pare down decisions. 

I don’t want to make decisions about 

what I’m eating or wearing. 

Because I have too many other 

decisions to make.” 





















At Le Relais de Venise l’Entrecote, you can have anything 

you like — as long as it's salad, steak and chips.





Summary 



Be aware — and beware —
of decision fatigue


